WELCOME TO

"Natasha's Law" changes

Allergen labelling changes
The law relating to food product labelling is changing. Some types of foods that are made in house
and then partly or fully packaged and then displayed for sale must be labelled with allergens and all
the other ingredients. Previously food that was made up on site, wrapped or packaged and then
sold, did not have to be labelled with allergens and other ingredients. Going forward foods that
meet the 3 criteria below must be labelled with the allergens and all other ingredients.
Food items that are made on site and sold at the same site are often referred to as “Pre-packed for
Direct Sale” or PPDS for short
Now, PPDS foods must be labelled with the 14 legally specified allergens and all the other
ingredients if they meet ALL of the following:
Food is considered prepacked when it is put into packaging before being offered
for sale and:
1. is either fully or partly enclosed by the packaging; AND
2. the food cannot be altered without opening or changing the
packaging; AND
3. is ready for sale to the final consumer.
NB. This does NOT include pre-ordered foods, such as Packed Lunches
or Hospitality food that are handed over to the client.

How is Caterlink changing?
Sites must NOT create their own allergen and ingredients labelling of food items put on display for
sale unless they are specifically authorised by the Divisional Directors and central Health and Safety
Team.
In many sites, sandwiches will now be bought in ready made and ready packaged. The external
supplier / manufacturer will be responsible for ensuring that the food items comply with all
relevant labelling legislation.
All other items will be displayed for sale open or with sufficiently reduced packaging (see below) or
without any packaging at all.
Caterlink’s is making changes not only to comply with the changes to the law but also to reduce any
misunderstanding of whether a customer needs to ask about allergens or can read them all on a
food item.

All Caterlink staff must follow the instructions as laid out below:
Sandwiches
- that are packaged (even if they have a removable or hinged lid) –
must be bought in ready made from our approved external
suppliers (so all packaging and labelling requirements will be the
responsibility of the suppliers / manufacturers).
- All other sandwiches must be displayed open, with NO packaging.
- Sandwiches that are made to order (such as at a hospitality, packed
lunches and deli style counter) do not require labelling if
they are wrapped or packaged after preparation.
Rolls / Baps / Deli Rolls
-

Where made on site these must be
displayed unpackaged. These
cannot be displayed for sale in Bags
or sleeves.

Baguettes -

These must be displayed

unpackaged except where a central collar is used to hold the
finished baguette together. Only Caterlink approved central
collars must be used.
Cakes / Cookies / sausage rolls /
pastries / flapjacks
-Must not be displayed
wrapped / packaged
-Items bought in, that come with
existing, individual packaging, to
remain in that packaging for
sale, and must be labelled by the
supplier / manufacturer with
ingredients and allergens.

- All other items, including those made on site will
be displayed and sold unpackaged.

Food displayed / sold in disposable or reusable containers (for example, pots of jelly, cheesecake, fruit)
These must not be
displayed for sale with lids on
them.
Lids can be made
available separately for the
customer, should they wish
to take one or request one
and apply it to their food
item.

If items are bought in ready to sell in display packaging that has been labelled with allergens and
full ingredients by the supplier then these can remain in this packaging / lids can remain on.

Popcorn
-

this must be provided and displayed in open containers,
unless bought in pre-labelled and packaged by supplier.
Popcorn made on site cannot be placed in lidded
containers (even if the lid is attached and open or sealed
bags.

Packed lunches / Hospitality
-

Nachos with sweet
chilli dip and
similar items
- These must be
displayed and in an
open container.

These are made to order and so will NOT require allergen and ingredients labelling.
Use your existing process to continue to communicate allergens
Orders can continue to be made fresh on site as required.
Left over packed lunches must not be displayed for sale still packaged

Hot drinks and Soup
- Where these are made to order they will not require
allergen and ingredients labelling.
- Drinks and Soup must not be lidded for grab and go /
self-service. Lids can be provided for these items on
request by the purchaser only.
- Soup to be served on request.
Hot Grab & Go Food
- If prepacked in advance of service these must be
displayed open with no lids on them or attached. If
required a separate lid may be made available,
examples – Pasta & Sauce, boxed meals
- Food must not be placed on display in containers
with hinged or attached lids or packaging that
can enclose the food without applying a
separate lid.
Hash browns in a grease / paper bag. Chips in a holding
bag / paper bag
- These are displayed open and the bag is used to
hold the portion together or for rapid service.
Pizzas, pizza slices and similar
- Food must not be displayed for sale in pizza boxes or
other closed or closable boxes, even if the lid is open.
- Such boxes can be made available separately should a
consumer chose or request one.

Holding style “sleeves”
-

Salads

For example, cardboard sleeve to hold a piece of pizza – this is
predominantly open and is used to prevent persons
burning themselves or getting grease on themselves –
These will not require allergen or ingredients labelling.

-

These must be provided in open containers with no “hinged” lids or
ability to enclose them without using a separate lid. These will not
require allergen or ingredients labelling.
Clam Shells
- Food must not be prepacked and displayed in a closed hinged clam
shell like container.
- Okay to use where the customer takes the empty container to put
their food in or requests catering staff to place food in.

Deli style counters and whole cake slice displays
-

Deli products are made to order and not pre-wrapped and cakes slices held under one lid to
be lifted to self-serve will not require labelling.
Shelf labelling is allowed for the name of the item and price but do NOT display allergens or
ingredients on shelf labels / labels that are separate from the food.
- Cup cakes
can remain
in the cup
on display
and do not
need
allergen or
ingredients
labelling
where
displayed
for sale.
- These food items do not
need allergen or ingredients
labelling either on the shelf or
on each item as they are not
individually packaged whilst
on display

PPDS must
be displayed
with no lids
Items bought in ready made and ready
packaged from approved suppliers.

PPDS must
be displayed
with no packaging

Do not put lids on pots of
PPDS food displayed for sale
Do not package sandwiches made on
site when displayed for sale PPDS. Only
specifically approved sites can do this
with carefully approved labelling.
For food made on site - do not
display food for sale in hinged lid
containers or sealed bags.

Identifying food
Food on display should have a
"reasonable" description as
to what it is, not just a price.

This can either be on the
collar, the pot or container
or shelf strip or table.

l

Think environmentally.

Bag sealer - cannot
be used for foods
displayed for sale

• reduce waste,
• reduce landfill.
• reduce the use of
single use plastic,
• reduce carbon
emissions

DON'T FORGET :

1. All of the existing policy and procedures
within the Allergens Training Tuesdays
still apply and must be followed. Please
read these to remind yourself.

2. FS13 Allergen sheets must still be
completed / readily available, to inform
customers of the 14 legally defined
allergens in ingredients.

3. Allergen sticker labels must still
be used back of house.

IF YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC ALLERGY
OR DIETARY REQUIREMENT,
PLEASE LET US KNOW.
We use a wide range of ingredients with many of our products
containing various allergens. As such there may be traces of
various allergens present across our product range.
Customers who are intolerant or allergic to certain ingredients are
advised to request further information from the Cook/Manager
prior to purchase.
Our trained Allergy Champion (Cook/Manager) would be pleased to te l
you what’s in our food, the steps we take to avoid cross-contamination
and help assist you with your choice.

4. We MUST continue to display
our "Please ask about allergens"
posters and stickers in service,
display and till areas.
l

